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Trigraph Game
Prep – Work
• First, print off game boards and pie graphs

• Provide a paper clip, pencil, and two different 

colors of Lego bricks or snap cubes. .

How To Play
1. Player one spins the spinner and reads the word. 

The player then finds the picture that 
represents that word and does one of the 
following.

a. Covers up the blank answer with their game piece.
b. Place a second game piece on the answer making it 

secure. 
c. Bump off the game piece belonging to their 

opponent and place their game piece.
d. Nothing! The answer is already secured.

2. Player two does the same thing. 

3. The game continues until all answers are secured. 
The player with the most secured answers, 
wins!!!!!
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screen

shrew

scrape  

scream

shrimpshred

shrill

scrapes

scratch

shriek
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square

sprig

spread

sprite

squatsquaw

squad

sprint

sprinkles

sprain
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thread

through

stray

throbstrike

straight

thrash

strawberry

stretch
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